GLM-levo – the standard in the field of labeling. "The Big 3": Performance, Plug-® label and Quality-Check-Inside – This is the outstanding benefit for your future requirements in price and product labeling.

Product description
The intelligent labeling line GLM-levo designed for automatic weighing and labeling of prepackaged goods comes in different versions. Due to its modular design it can be optimally configured for products and performance requirements in the food area. Thanks to the modular system and a high throughput there are no limits for today's and future requirements in the industrial food area. Besides its flexibility this labeling system stands out in terms of robustness and an easy-to-clean design. Its (optional) intelligent visual quality control and automated activation of process data via the Plug-In®-Label function facilitate operation thereby reducing errors during the packaging process.

Highlights
– Output of between 70 and 200 packages/minute
– Control of up to 6 labelers
– V belt version for round, ball-like and odd-shaped products with throughputs of 100 packages per minute.
– Saving function for thermal transfer ribbon
– Plug-In® label function [automation at highest level, insert label roll and start. Via the Plug-In® label (label roll with data matrix coding on the back) automatic label verification and machine configuration is carried out.]
– UNICODE inside
– Printing and processing of any one and two-dimensional standard barcodes, among other things data matrix and QR code
– Remote service

Options
– LabelSecure T basic (visual check of packages and labels))
– Thermal transfer device
– EcoMotion printer
– Applicators: Air-jet, piston, rotary, belt and C-Wrap applicator
– Rejection systems

My Bizerba
We offer you solutions from a single source which can be customized and allow you to respond to any change in a flexible manner. Benefit from costs which can be planned and efficient processes. We are happy to advise you.
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